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Conclusions

- Etirinotecan pegol preserves brain metastases, is retained and serves as a reservoir for continued release of SN38 in CNS tumors
- Etirinotecan pegol prolongs survival of animals due to higher brain tumor SN38 exposure
- Standard of care chemotherapy agents for metastatic breast cancer used as TPC in BEACON lacked efficacy in this murine model of breast cancer brain metastases
- Pharmacokinetic and efficacy results in the murine model of breast cancer brain metastases provide biologic rationale for doubling of overall survival observed in a subset of BEACON patients with history of brain metastases
- Etirinotecan pegol is currently under review in the EU for conditional approval in breast cancer brain metastases

- A confirmatory phase 3 trial, ATNIN, is ongoing in this population (NCT02915744)
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